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Server Market Trends
 Higher-performance CPUs, lower-cost servers
 Unit increase of low-cost IA servers
 Higher operational costs
 Power consumption is a major issue at large-scale data centers
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Source: IDC 2006, global market

Number of IA servers will continue to grow; challenge is to
reduce power consumption and operational management costs
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Future Trends in IA Servers
 User Needs


Enterprises (simple blade servers that do not require expertise
to use)



Large-scale data centers (servers that deliver the ultimate in
scalability and power savings)
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IA servers will evolve into two categories
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Points of Differentiation
 Even if components become commoditized, there are still many
points of differentiation
 Blade servers are “mini data centers”
 Current data center problems will be future blade server problems

System-wide perspective
Consolidate operations
to conserve resources
Simplified settings

Tasks, services

System performance
monitoring

Operational management

Troubleshooting

(Server, Network, Storage)

Commoditized
High-efficiency power supply,
direct current supply

fan, quiet operation,
Hydrocooling

VM・OS
CPU, chipset, I/O
Power supply, cooling,
chassis, facility

Issues relating
to the system
as a whole
Heat recycling
Weight, Density

From a system-wide perspective, taking a top-down approach to
identifying issues and developing technologies to address them
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Initiatives at Fujitsu Laboratories
1) High-Speed Interconnect Technologies
・Ability to handle higher-speed CPUs and larger-scale
systems

2) Technologies that Simplify Operational
Management
・Can be used even by non-experts
・Simplifying and accelerating the completion of daily
operational work (easier and quicker system operation)
・Identifying problems when they occur (visualization)

3) Energy-Saving Technologies
・Processing tasks with minimal cost and minimal power
・Applying power-saving technologies for notebook PCs to
servers
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1) High-Speed Interconnect Technologies
 Connecting all IT equipment with 10G Ethernet (All-IP strategy)


Increasing performance, lowering costs, simplifying operational
management

Ethernet

 R&D in switch LSI devices


FC

Already applied to Fujitsu products (switches, blade servers)

 The latest version: MB86C69 (code name: AXEL-X2)








IB

LAN
LAN

10G Ethernet with 26 ports (top in industry)
Low latency at 300ns (top in industry)

Conventional data center
configuration

Direct-drive 10G-serial lines of backplane (industry first)
Developed high-speed transceiver circuit running at 40G
(10Gbps x 4)
Cut power use by half
Presented at ISSCC 2009:

2/12 Press Release:
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/news/pr/archives/
month/2009/20090212-02.html

server blade
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High-Speed
Transceiver

Fujitsu Laboratories Develops Multi-Channel
High-Speed Transceiver Circuit for HighSpeed Blade Server Performance
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- Features 4-channel x 10Gbps superior
performance; is energy-efficient and
compact -

Demo Exhibit
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(Internal configuration of blade server) MB86C69 “AXEL-X2”
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2) Technologies that Simplify Operational Management
②System Visualization

①Simplifying Storage Management

Organic Storage Service

making the
operational
status
visible
EVOLUO TransactionEye

(launched as services product)

(launched as solutions product)

Automatic recovery /
capacity management
(re-organization)

Each of these technologies have been made into products.
Now the emphasis is integrating them as a system.

③Policy-based Dynamic VM
Allocation to Virtual Machines
VM

VM

VM

Physical server Physical server

Features:
Virtual machines are automatically
allocated to physical servers based
on operational policies, such as
high-reliability or power-savings.

Demo exhibit

data center
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Summary and Conclusion
 IA servers will hereafter be divided into two categories


Blade servers for enterprises, servers for large-scale data centers

 Even if components become commoditized, there are
still many points of differentiation



Blade servers are “mini data centers”
From a system-wide perspective, taking a top-own approach to
developing technologies

 Initiatives at Fujitsu Laboratories




High-Speed Interconnect Technologies
Technologies that Simplify Operational Management
Energy-Saving Technologies

 Now focusing on integrating operational management
know-how into server systems
Starting with blade servers, Fujitsu Laboratories is
integrating its technologies into Fujitsu servers,
aiming to create a new server platform
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Cautionary Statement
These presentation materials and other information on our meeting may contain forward-looking
statements that are based on management’s current views and assumptions and involve known and
unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ
materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Words such as “anticipates,”
“believes,” “expects,” “estimates,” “intends,” “plans,” “projects,” and similar expressions which indicate
future events and trends identify forward-looking statements. Actual results may differ materially from
those projected or implied in the forward-looking statements due to, without limitation, the following
factors:
•general economic and market conditions in the major geographic markets for Fujitsu’s services
and products, which are the United States, EU, Japan and elsewhere in Asia, particularly as such
conditions may effect customer spending;
•rapid technological change, fluctuations in customer demand and intensifying price competition in
the IT, telecommunications, and microelectronics markets in which Fujitsu competes;
•Fujitsu’s ability to dispose of non-core businesses and related assets through strategic alliances
and sales on commercially reasonable terms, and the effect of realization of losses which may
result from such transactions;
•uncertainty as to Fujitsu’s access to, or protection for, certain intellectual property rights;
•uncertainty as to the performance of Fujitsu’s strategic business partners;
•declines in the market prices of Japanese and foreign equity securities held by Fujitsu which
could cause Fujitsu to recognize significant losses in the value of its holdings and require Fujitsu
to make significant additional contributions to its pension funds in order to make up shortfalls in
minimum reserve requirements resulting from such declines;
•poor operating results, inability to access financing on commercially reasonable terms,
insolvency or bankruptcy of Fujitsu’s customers, any of which factors could adversely affect or
preclude these customers’ ability to timely pay accounts receivables owed to Fujitsu; and
•fluctuations in rates of exchange for the yen and other currencies in which Fujitsu makes
significant sales or in which Fujitsu’s assets and liabilities are denominated, particularly between
the yen and the British pound and U.S. dollar, respectively.
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